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The report outlines the results of the activities carried out for the duration of the               

project, as well as information about any future activities that will be a continuation              

of the ones that took place during the project. 

In this final report we have labelled (as Updated or New) activities that took place               

during the second part of the project after our interim report on 5th May 2020.  

We would like to express our thanks to our partners and ongoing supporters: 

 

 

Mariyana Gugalova (photographer)  |  Vili Tangalova (Design) 

 

Celebrity guests: 

Vladimir Kaptiev (footballer), Zornitsa Parvanova (fashion designer), Dr Kasabova 

(vet), Mariyana Gugalova (photographer), Venda Bespalova (musician),  

Momchil Grozdanov (artist), Hristiyan Hristov (fireman), Georgi Asenov (makeup 

artist), Dimitar Sukalinski (hairdresser)    
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Activity 1. Preparation of Campaign Materials 

We have prepared over 40 posters with children from the Deaf Kids Academy             

posing with celebrities working the jobs our children aspire to. We have invited             

eight celebrity guests – a footballer, a fireman, a fashion designer, a musician, a              

painter, a hairdresser, etc., who posed with the children for their photos.  

The slogan of the campaign is “Deaf kids can do anything. Believe in Us!” Our aim                

was to raise awareness that deaf kids have dreams and are as determined as their               

hearing friends. They just need someone to believe in them and to support them in               

achieving their dreams. 

This activity has been carried out by volunteers. The photographs of the posters were              

taken and processed by Atelier Guge as a voluntary contribution (approx. value:            

BGN 600, or €300), and the posters were kindly designed by Vili Tangalova aslo as               

a voluntary contribution (approx. value: BGN 600, or €300). 

The posters are used for various purposes: campaign in metro stations, social media             

campaign, promotion materials, etc. We include some samples below. 
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The posters read the following (or similar):  

ACADEMY ANDY AND AYA PRESENTS 

Dancho Zhechev – future footballer, Vladimir Kaptiev – footballer 

Deaf kids can do anything! Believe in us! 

Find out how you can support us at www.deafkids.bg 

The campaign takes place with the support of: Help Alliance, Listen Up, iSleep and              

Guge 
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Activity 2. Campaign in the Metro 

The metro campaign was carried out from 18th November until 1st of December             

2019 (in the duration of 14 days). It included the following: 

(1) 20 posters of size 70cm x 36cm placed in metro carriages on both metro lines of                 

Sofia City; 

(2) 13 large posters (boards) positioned at 9 different stations in Zone 1 (central              

zone) – at larger stations there were two posters at different places; 

(3) 7 large posters (boards) positioned at 6 different stations in Zone 2. 

The total cost of the metro campaign was €3035 with 70% offered as a partnership               

discount by Metroreklama and 30% by Help Alliance (€1126.50).  

While the outreach of the campaign cannot be calculated precisely, according to            

public transport data some of the busy metro stations in Zone 1 see over 50,000               

passengers every day, and a total of 340,000 passengers use the underground            

transport every day. 

We have collected photos of posters at metro stations which were very impressive. A              

selection can be seen below. Unfortunately, while the posters in carriages have been             

spotted numerous times, it was always on a busy train and a photo could not be taken                 

at the time.  

We have received emails and messages on facebook from parents, teachers and the             

wide public who congratulated us for the campaign. 
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Activity 3. Sign Language Classes Updated✨ 

As part of the campaign we have organised Bulgarian Sign Language classes. The             

course has been prepared by Darinka Borisova, a speech and language therapist and             

sign language interpreter, raised in a deaf family, while the classes are led by Albena               

Spasova, a deaf parent and a native user of sign language, who is also an assistant                

teacher at the Academy. 

The purpose of the classes is two-fold:  

(1) teaching deaf kids sign language helps them to develop a conscious attitude             

towards their native language since sign language comes naturally to most of them             

and they learn it as a first language; same is valid for hearing children of deaf                

parents who also join in the group activities and contribute to the classes; some deaf               

children from hearing families do not have good signing abilities, with them we aim              

at expanding their knowledge and language skills; 

(2) other hearing children, including siblings of deaf children, friends and           

classmates, but also other children who can join – this is aimed at raising awareness               

towards sign language, promoting it as a rich and powerful, very emotional language             

which can be used to express yourself and communicate fully with deaf people. 

The main strategy of the course is to be focused on communication since it involves               

both deaf and hearing children. Each session poses a discussion topic (e.g., Food,             

Shopping, School, Dream jobs, etc.), usually these are related to our verbal language             

education topics, and while new signs are acquired, the children also learn how to              

share opinions, ask for information, take part in a discussion. By teaching sign             
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language alongside spoken (verbal) language and selecting related topics in a given            

week, we support the learning of children in both.  

We launched the course in January 2020 in two small pilot groups of 5 children each                

while the methodology and course materials have been developed, and then           

gradually expand the groups. The course ran from January until mid-March and was             

then postponed due to the pandemic lockdown, together with all activities of the             

Academy. The course has been relaunched in September. 

Stage 1: Until mid-March there have been 10 two-hour sessions (20 hours in total).              

So far, for that activity – planning, preparation of materials and teaching, has been              

spent €850 (Darinka Borisova €250 and Albena Spasova €600). 

Stage 2: The course restarted in September and will run until Christmas (20 hours               

in total) which is funded by HelpAliance for the sum of €850 (Darinka Borisova              

€250 and Albena Spasova €600).  

The course will continue again from January 2021 and will be included in the              

general programme of activities at the Academy. 

The development of this course is directly related with the activities of the project              

since it is a useful way to test and confirm the suitability of teaching methodologies               

and topics in a natural teaching setting which will provide valuable feedback. 

Materials from the course will be made available online on our learning platform by              

the end of the course in December: http://learn.deafkids.bg.  
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Activity 4. Blogging and Specialised Information  

We realise that in order to gain maximum effect in the campaign we need to provide                

valuable content with which to present the expertise and the activities of the             

Academy to the wide public. This is why we decided to launch a blogging campaign               

where we publish quality content on a weekly or fortnightly basis. The idea of this               

content is to be aimed at the general public, giving advice about language             

development, interesting ideas about teaching or entertaining kids, but all focused on            

development of parenting skills, education at home, etc. Also, there are some more             

specialised blog posts about raising awareness about deafness, early detection,          

therapy, etc. The creation of blog content is a voluntary contribution by members of              

staff at the Academy. 

The blog can be found on our webpage: https://academy.deafkids.bg/category/blog/         

and includes articles such as: 

20 signs to teach your baby 

How to behave towards the deaf child 

What to look for if we are concerned about our baby’s hearing 

Language development of the baby and toddler (1-2 years) 

What to look for if we are concerned about burn out syndrome in children 

Games to support emotionally confident children – parts 1, 2 and 3 

7 myths about deaf children 
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Games to play at home under lockdown 

 

 

After a break during the summer months, in October 2020 we are renewing our              

weekly blog publications with parenting and therapy related advice.  
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Activity 5. Teachers’ Training  

The Academy actively supports teachers and their training programmes, especially          

the ones providing special training for teachers working with deaf and hard of             

hearing children, as well as one with communication difficulties.  

In November 2019 we have performed teachers’ training for work with a platform             

for speech-to-text transformation facilitating the teaching process for deaf kids. This           

is a pilot study which is in partnership with Listen Up Foundation. The study was               

planned to finish until the end of the academic year but needed to be postponed for                

the time being. 

Further training materials and resources will be published on our platform           

http://learn.deafkids.bg.  
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Activity 6. Social Media Campaign Updated✨ 

We have launched a social media campaign alongside our other work in order to              

maximise the effect and promote our activities. We use mainly the blog on our              

website and facebook as channels for communication. 

There are several materials that we share on facebook: 

(a) Our promotional posters – we post once a week or fortnight one of the posters                

and run a paid ad (boost) on it on selected audience (Bulgarian, interested in              

children, education, disability, charity, etc.) 

(b) Sharing our blog articles; 

(c) Sharing some motivational quotes and materials with short messages focused on            

wellbeing, positivity, fulfillment, social responsibility, social interaction, etc.; 

(d) Sharing information and promotion materials regarding our trips, visits and other            

activities funded by Help Alliance and / or other supporters. 

In this way we are providing visibility for the project and for our supporters in the                

wide public, in particular in Bulgaria. We are also generating awareness for the             

special needs of deaf children and visibility for our cause – high quality innovative              

education for the deaf. 

For the duration of the project we ran 42 ads on facebook reaching around 120K               

users. The total cost of the campaign is £272.85 (or €300). Some of this cost has                

been covered with funds by Help Alliance to the amount of €203.50 (funds left              

from all other organised activities). The remaining part is contributed by other            
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sources. The preparation of materials (texts, posts, photos, motivational and other           

visual materials) for social media is a contribution of the staff of the Academy.  

 

Every child is an artist. The problem is to         

stay an artist even after growing up. 

Picasso 
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Summer camp, July 2020 
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International Week of the Deaf, September 2020 
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Some brief overall statistics are provided below.  
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Activity 7. Sports camp NEW✨ 

The sports camp aims to provide an opportunity for deaf kids to take part in a range                 

of sports activities together with hearing children. The camp took place in July 2020              

but we changed the venue due to travel restrictions and we chose a venue in Bulgaria                

instead of the initial place in Serbia.  

The camp took place in Ribaritsa, near Teteven in the Balkan Mountains, between             

13 and 19 July 2020. It included a variety of activities: exercises, challenges, team              

and individual activities, and working towards overcoming fear, challenging         

themselves and learning to work in a team. 

The camp was an excellent opportunity for the children to go out of their safe and                

well known living and learning environment and overcome their anxiety in           

communication, collaboration and exploring. Language therapy in the form of          

discussions, sharing, storytelling, etc. will be an integral part of the camp activities             

(so called hidden learning), as the camp offers richer experience and thus gives             

material to enrich learning and therapy as well. 

The activities included: 

Day 1: Arrival. Walk around the complex. Swimming. Sport activities in the            

evening. 

Day 2: Walk to Cherni Vat sightseeing place. Swimming. 
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Day 3: Sport activities. Adventure – treasure trail around the complex, organised            

also as a language therapy activity with written clues. Swimming. Birthday party for             

one of the children. 

Day 4: Visiting the waterfall Skoka near Teteven. Swimming. Activities in the rain. 

Day 5: Water games (organised sport activities). Sign language activities and games.            

Party / disco organised by the hosts. 

Day 6: Trip to Georgi Benkovski memorial place (well known historical Bulgarian            

figure from the 19th century). 

Day 7: Rainy day indoor activities. Swimming. Cinema. 

Day 8: Departure. 

Daily updates were published on Facebook with pictures of happy children. Some            

posts were also promoted to increase visibility. The facebook page is here: 

https://www.facebook.com/academyandyaya  

All the children were looking forward to it and very excited. It was also used by                

parents as a motivational tool to enforce discipline and good working habits: “If you              

work well, I will let you go to the camp”.  

There were 22 children (with 3 teachers) that took part in the camp. 50% of the cost                 

was funded by Help Alliance, that is up to the amount of €1500. The parents               

covered the remaining 50%. This is in line with our policy for parents to pay 30-50%                

of the learning activities at the Academy.   
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Activity 8. Day trip to erma river gorge NEW✨ 

The day trip took place on 30 June 2020. The transport and food (total cost of €150)                 

has been funded from donations by iSleep (as part of the fundraising campaigns             

within this project, see Activity 13). 

The trip included a trail of 9 km along the river. We had 20 children on the trip, 7                   

adults and two dogs. This was a challenging trail but the children were very              

persistent and made a great effort. This was a particular achievement for one of the               

children with cerebral palsy and mobility issues. 
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Activity 9. Robotics  NEW✨ 

We have organised two courses in Robotics in collaboration with RoboPartans           

Schools of Robotics. The two courses took part as follows: 

Stage A: July 2020 (7 sessions of 120 minutes each). 

Stage B: September 2020 (7 sessions of 120 minutes each). 

The total cost of the courses was €2000 which was funded as follows: discount              

provided by RoboPartans (in the amount of €700), the remaining €1300 have been             

funded with the donations of iSleep (funding has been obtained as part of the              

fundraising campaigns within this project, see Activity 13). 
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Activity 10. Week of the deaf NEW✨ 

The International Week of the Deaf took place between 21st and 27th September             

2020. Since this year the activities in person are limited, we decided to honour this               

year’s Week of the Deaf with an online game in sign language created together with               

the Deaf Studies Institute and the CODA Bulgaria group (Children Of Deaf Adults).             

We promoted the slogan of the World Federation of the Deaf for this year’s Week –                

Sign Languages are for Everyone. 

 

We gave children from the Academy six messages to sign – for each day from               

Monday to Saturday. The messages we designed so that they include some peculiar             

signs: such that resemble other signs but have a completely different meaning, such             

as the signs for sausage (kebapche) and mouse, or sun and shower; also some special               

expressive signs such as all day, or all night. We recorded short videos of our               

children signing the messages and we distributed the videos with possible           
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translations. The game required the viewer to guess what each child was saying. At              

the end of each day we released the correct answer. The game was fun and both deaf                 

and hearing people took part. Most of the answers were correct and people have              

shown that it is not so difficult to understand sign language. 

Finally, on Sunday we released a short 10-minute overview of all signs learned             

during the week with some explanations about similarities and differences between           

signs. These videos and materials give us also the opportunity to test various ways of               

presenting sign language to people and observe how well it is researched. This is              

important for organising not only future campaigns, but also educational activities           

and materials in sign language that we develop in the future. 

The preparation of all materials for the campaign was performed by the Academy             

and the Deaf Studies Institute on a voluntary basis and no funding has been used. 

The main idea of the campaign was to promote sign language among the hearing,              

both children and adults, and to give our children the opportunity to take pride in               

using sign language, to demonstrate their skills and to celebrate social inclusiveness            

and multiculturality. 
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Activity 11. Cultural and scientific visits New✨ 

Throughout the year we have organised several day trips for the children with             

particular purposes related to the school curriculum and extracurricular activities at           

the Academy. These visits, besides generating a great amount of excitement among            

the children and serving as an opportunity for socialisation, are also used as a tool in                

language and speech therapy. Each trip generates a lot of experience requiring work             

on vocabulary, practice in various communication situations, etc.  

In particular, with the support of HelpAlliance (to the amount of €120) we have              

visited Muzeiko – a Children’s Science Museum and Funtopia – adventure park with             

a variety of activities for active play. 
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Activity 12. School campaign POSTPONED✨ 

This activity was planned for the summer term of the 2019/20 academic year but              

needed to be postponed. Unfortunately, it is not possible to start it in the autumn               

term of 2020/21 academic year either due to ongoing restrictions on school visits.             

We will wait for better times to carry out this campaign. As part of the campaign at                 

least 4 school visits are planned where in the duration of 1 lesson we provide               

information, demonstrations, some games and answer any questions.  

It includes school visits, at first targeting mainstream schools where deaf children            

study, so that we support the deaf kids by raising awareness in their community,              

providing in a fun and interesting way information about deafness, how to            

communicate with a deaf person, what are cochlear implants, how do hearing aids             

work, why do deaf people speak in a different way, what is sign language and how                

can it be useful. Raising awareness requires providing an opportunity for hearing            

children to ask questions freely and encouraging them to be curious and support their              

desire to learn and understand about deafness. Providing this knowledge to all kids             

will help them see deaf children just as fellow peers and just as cool and fun as                 

everyone else. Teaching children some signs and how to use sign language is also              

aimed at promoting it as well as the sign language classes.  

As part of the school campaign we decided to also organise an Essay competition for               

all children on the topic “What it means to have a deaf friend”. It is to encourage                 

children to think about overcoming challenges, prejudice and fear and be open to             

friendship, understanding and sharing. We will use the school visits to promote the             
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competition. There will be a prize (to be confirmed) and the essays will be ranked by                

a jury of independent teachers.  

We are hoping to be able to accomplish this activity in the near future – spring term                 

of 2020/21 or autumn term of 2021/22. Alternatively, some parts of the activity can              

be performed online / remotely but as it is a demonstration, it will be most effective                

in person, so we prefer to postpone it for now.  
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Activity 13. Charity and Awareness Events Updated✨ 

Since November 2019, we have taken part in various charity and outreach            

campaigns and activities aimed at not only fundraising, but raising awareness and            

promoting the Academy. We would like to thank our supporters: 

● Lufthansa Technik, Campus X, and other participants in our Christmas          

campaign (raising a total of BGN 5000, or €2500); 

● iSleep with whom we organised a promotion in January 2020 and who offered             

BGN 10 with each mattress sold in their shops (raising a total of BGN 7000, or                

€3500); 

● March campaign for selling martenitsas created by our children, parents and           

staff (raising a total of BGN 500, or €250); 

● Donations collected through Paypal, from small businesses and individual         

donations in collection box in FreshBar (raising a total of almost BGN 600, or              

€300); 

These funds have been and will further be invested in expanding the range of              

activities at the Academy, creation of more materials and resources, art therapy,            

visits to museums, theatre, etc. 
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Financial summary New✨ 

We have received a total of BGN 9100, equivalent of €4650. 

We have used these to cover partially or fully the following activities: 
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Awareness campaign in the Metro 
See Activity 2 €1126.50 

Sign Language classes 
See Activity 3 €1700.00 

Social media campaigns 
See Activity 6 €203.50 

Sports camp 
See Activity 7 €1500.00 

Cultural and Science visits 
See Activity 11 €120.00 

TOTAL 
€4650.00 


